Re: Media request
From:
To:
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Received:

Nico Pitney <nico@
>
Richard Painter <rpainter@
>
November 8, 2017 7:11:06 PM CST
November 8, 2017 7:11:19 PM CST

Dear Richard, hope you're well, this is Nico from NowThis (you shot a video with us on Trump ethics that's
now up to 4.8 million views).
I'm not sure of your travel schedule but if you happen to be in NY, DC or SF and are interested in shooting
something quickly on the latest AT&T/TimeWarner deal news, let me know! And thank you!
On Wed, Sep 20, 2017 at 2:11 PM Richard Painter <rpainter@
Thanks!!!

> wrote:

Richard
On Wednesday, September 20, 2017, Nico Pitney <nico@
> wrote:
Richard, our first video went up last night and it already has 1.3 million views on Facebook. Thanks a
million, I hope we get to do it again sometime! I'll keep sending you links as we post the other videos.
https://www.facebook.com/NowThisPolitics/videos/1710964558935027/
https://twitter.com/nowthisnews/status/910516422991691776
On Mon, Sep 18, 2017 at 10:19 AM Nico Pitney <nico@
> wrote:
Richard, I've scheduled your Uber to pick you up at 10:45am at the Drake Hotel on Eddy St.
On Mon, Sep 18, 2017 at 9:17 AM Richard Painter <rpainter@
Just landed

> wrote:

On Monday, September 18, 2017, Nico Pitney <nico@
> wrote:
Hi Richard, I'm almost certain early afternoon will work but I've written the people who oversee
our studio to confirm. I'll reach out again immediately when I hear back. Talk soon, Nico
On Mon, Sep 18, 2017 at 5:06 AM Richard Painter <rpainter@
> wrote:
Are you free late this morning or early afternoon? I fly in at 9;30 am
On Sunday, September 17, 2017, Nico Pitney <nico@
> wrote:
Hi Richard, I'm a senior producer at NowThis News (in case you're not familiar, we are the
largest video news publisher on both Facebook and Snapchat, averaging about 2 billion
views monthly).
I just saw that you'll be in the San Francisco Bay Area this week. We would love to have
you into our studio in San Francisco to shoot an interview if your schedule permits. (I've
included some examples of recent studio shoots below.)
Do you happen to have any availability while you're here?
Thanks very much,
Nico

